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2Dead, 147 Wounded

Chicago Cops Riot Against
Puerto Ricans
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Leninism and Workers
Control .....'6

Chicago cops assault· Puerto Rican youth during police rampage in
Humboldt Park area.
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Wide World

Protesters attacked police vehicles after trigger happy cops kllle.d two
following Puerto Rican Day parades.

two young men, Julio Osorio and Ra
fael Cruz, were killed, shot in the back
by .38 calibre bullets, the type used in
most police service revolvers. (Four
other persons, two men and two women,
later arrived in the hospital with gun
shot wounds.) The anger vented by the
onlookers over the murder of Osorio
and Cruz forced the cops to briefly
retreat.

While the crowd was throwing bricks,
rocks--anything they could get their
hands on to drive the killer cops out of
the area. rolice reinforcements arrived
and a second wave surged into the park.
forung the people into the street.' "We
wen: stampeded," said one woman. Ac
cording to the Sun-Times (5 June),
"along Division [the principal street in
the Humboldt area], at least 1,000 per
sons of all ages cheered the stone throw
ers with e'cry hit." At this time also, the
police C'liS and paddy wagons were
turned over and set ablaze.

Later that night police mobilized in
full riot gear. Helicopters with mounted
searchlights hovered over the neighbor
hood while police phalanxes swept the
street, causing additional arrests and
injuries. Throughout the night, blood
ied victims of the cop onslaught arrived
at the hospitals. One woman told repor
ters she saw a couple who had been
watching a fire at Division and Washte
naw streets when police approached and
beat the husband to the ground without
warning. When the wife protested, she
too was kicked and hit with nightsticks.
"They were talking to us like we were
dogs, like we. were animals," she
protested.

The clashes with the police continued
sporadically on Sunday. and for about
an hour that afternoon there was some
looting and burning of white-owned
shops in the area. Meanwhile the bour
geois press ran screaming headlines
about "gang warfare." The Sun- Times
proclaimed. "Humboldt Pad; Riot" in
bold lellers and entitled a picture "Po
lice car target of mob rage." The FALN
incident was also prominently featured:
"Bomb ('GUilty Bldg. (Puert" Rican
group takes blame)."

Press accounts uniformly tried to
rorlray the weekend's events as the
result of gang fights escalating into a
gennal riot. forcing the cops to inter
\l'nl'. 1\ l'\\ Itnesscs were equally consis
Il'nt in reluting Ihis account. One told a

('onlit/lIl!e! on pagl! 10

CHICAGO, June 9-Last Saturday the
Puerto Rican community centered in
the Humboldt Park area was subjected
to a classic police riot. Recalling numer
ous ghetto outbreaks triggered by cop
terror in the mid-1960's, a force of
several hundred Chicago police, com
pletely unprovoked, descended on a
Puerto Rican Day celebration June 4
with guns blazing and night sticks fly
ing. The tragic toll: two youths killed,
147 injured and 154 jailed.

The capitalist press has sought to
fabricate a story to cover up this vicious
cop rcrri~a!. The massive police deplov
ment was just an attempt to protect
picnickers In the park from a gang fight
that had broken out, wrote the Chicago
papers. echoing police department
spokesmen. They sought in particular to
discredit the militant resistance to the
marauders in blue. In all, 17 police
vehicles were put out of commission.
many of them rolled over and torched,
and the army of several hundred cops
was twice driven from the area before
the clashes finally died out late on Sun
day night.

Saturday's events began when a small
bomb went off outside the mayor's
office, doing little damage and hurting
no one. The bombing was promptly
attributed to the Puerto Rican FALN
(Armed Forces for National Libera-·
tion). A year ago, almost to the day,
three Loop banks and the Chicago po
lice head4uarters itself were shaken by
bombs that were also blamed on the
FALN. (Similar bombings occurred in
mid-June 1975 as well.) This time the
cops were ready ... to go for blood in a
deliberate reprisal action. '

So on Saturday evening the police
stationed themselves around Humboldt
Park where the Puerto Rican Day par
ade ended. "Some people were being
searched before being allowed to enter
the park," according to one witness.
When a disturbance broke out between
two local street gangs, the cops had the
excuse they were looking for to move in
\1 ith an all-out attack. Within minutes
alter the disturbance broke out, more
than 200 police, some on horses. had
il1\aded the park. beating and clubbing
thl'lr \\a\ through the crowd.

i\ (!//(i/go Sun-lim£'.\ reporter
inlllIClJ in the melee said he saw one
oiTieer alone lire "four or five shots"
pomt-hlank into the throng. Almost
immediately aller thl' shooting began.



Castro Soft-Pedals Democrats' Assassination Plots

Behind "CIA's Secret Army"

ABC

Castro with Barbara Walters from recent interview on U.S. television.

Last week the United States govern
ment agreed to a limited exchange of
diplomats with Cuba for the first time
since relations were broken by Washing
ton in Januarv 1961. This was the latest
of several recent indications that the
U.S. bourgeoisie is loosening its long
standing political and economic quar
antine of Cuba. The travel ban has been
lifted, and American tourists can now
spend their money in Havana (although
they still can't bring back Havana ci
gars). In Congress the Carter adminis
tration has given the green light to
liberal efforts to end or at least modifv
the trade embargo. .

Now Congressional delegations,
journalists and businessmen are flock
ing to the island, bringing back reports
of a new-found "openness" in the regime
of Fidel Castro., whom imperialist mass
murderer Henry Kissinger hypocritical
ly denounced as an "international out
law" little more than a year ago. George
McGovern even chaperoned a South
Dakota basketball team, in a visit re
miniscent of the "ping-pong diplomacy"
that marked the early stages of the U.S/
China rapprochement. A change is in
the air.

Gone, along with the diplomatic and
economic quarantine on Cuba, is the
news blackout by the "free but responsi
ble" mass media, which are generally
extremely attentive to what the govern
ment considers off-limits. Now that
Castro is no longer taboo, the networks
and big business dailies are racing to see
who can get the "scoops."

So on two successive nights this week
Castro and Cuba were the subject of
prime-time television programs. On
Thursday ABC broadcast an hour-long
interview by Barbara Walters. While
gamely enduring a plethora of trivial
questions and insipid anti-communist
jibes, Castro repeatedly referred to the
·U.S. Central Intelligence Agency's ter
rorist activities against Cuba. At one
point Walters complained: "I sometimes
feel that you feel that everything
everything-comes back to the CIA."

Ironically, 24 hours later, another
program-a CBS News special called
"The CIA's Secret Army"-provided a
documentary glimpse at the ample rea
sons for Castro's apprehension of the
spy agency and its Cuban emigre mer
cenaries. The program reviewed such
examples as U.S. dedication to "human
rights" as the Bay of Pigs invasion,
terror bombings, assassination plots,
economic sabotage and the CIA-gusano
connection to the Watergate affair with

a frankness not customary on American
commercial television.

Alibiing for the Democrats

On Thursday, anxious to
demonstrate to skeptical network exec
utives that she's worth her million dol
lars a year (she flopped), Walters pan
dered to what she presumes is her
audience's taste. She barraged Castro
with gossip-column questions: "Do you, '
have a house where you live?" (Yes, said
Castro, and even a bed.) "Will you ever
shave off that beard?" She spent fully
five minutes pursuing the question of his
marital status. When the Cuban leader
rightly told her it was none of her busi
ness, Walters Jemanded to know if
party leader Celia Sanchez was his
companion.

After a host of similar impertinent
questions, which she wouldn't dare to
ask another head of state, the high
priced "human interest" journalist be
gan insistently asking for specific num
bers of Cuban troops and military
advisors in Angola, Ethiopia and else
where. Castro finally cut her off, saying
he would not work for the CIA for pay,
so why should he do their job for free?
To top it off, Walters did an amazingly
heavy-handed job of editing the video
tape, in order to always have the last
word in defense of American imperial
ism against Castro's rather forthright
espousal of his brand of Stalinist poli-

tics. The program ended with her sol
emn platitude that: "What we disagreed
on most profoundly is the meaning of
freedom,"

Castro put up with this guff because'
the television exposure gave him an
opportunity to publicly court the Carter
administration. He unctuously de
scribed the U.S. commander in chief as
"an idealistic man ... a well-prepared
man. , . an intelligent man ... a man 'that
draws to himself." Incredibly, Castro
declared that he is "totally certain" that
Carter has called off all the CIA's con
spiracies against Cuba. In the unlikely
event that the Cuban premier actually
helievedthis statement and acted on it, it
could lead to a slackening of vigilance in
the defense of the first country in the
Americas where capitalist rule has been
overthrown. With the nationalist logic
of a Stalinist bureaucrat, who despite
occasional militant flourishes seeks to
defend "socialism in [his] one country"
through a deal with imperialism, <;astro
remarked: "Our relations with Ford and
Kissinger were so bad that we wanted
the coming of the Democratic adminis
tration in the United States."

So the Democrats were the good
guys, and the Republicans wore the
black hats. Walters summarized: "Cas
tro also blames Dwight Eisenhower and
Nixon for the CIA-sponsored Bay of
Pigs operation.... John Kennedy, he
insists, only inherjted the plan." When

asked if he thought that John and Ro
bert Kennedy knew of the numerous
CIA attempts on his life, Castro replied:

..Actuallv, we don't have evidence or
proof o( that. and we have not wanted
to try to know more about this problem.
We didn't want to search because Bob is
dead. John is dead. And who will gain if
we start searching now... ') Whose reac
tionary forces will we he helping with
that')"

He then added, almost as if to reas
sure left-wing viewers that he hadn't
completely taken leave of his senses, "I
think it is absolutely impossible ... that
it could have been carried out-these
kind of plans-·for almost ten years,
without the express or implicit authori
zation of the top authorities of the
countries." Castro seemed to want to
show that he was just as good at cover
ing up for the authors of crimes directed
01 him as is the CIA itself. Let bygones
he hygones was his repeated theme.

Campaign of Terror

Friday's CBS News program graphi
cally depicted aspects of the long terror
campaign unleashed by Kennedy, which
Castro is now willing to sweep under the
rug as token of his desire for a deal with
Carter. In 1961 Kennedy authorized the
CIA to launch a full-scale invasion of
Cuba. Fourteen hundred exiles (known
by their outraged former compatriots
on the island as gusanos,pr worms) had
been recruited, armed and trained to
rest'ore capitalism in Cuba through
imperialist invasion. On April15Amer
ican planes bombed three C;uban air
bases. Two days later CIA officer Gray
ston Lynch led this secret army ashore at
the Bay of Pigs. But in the middle of the
attack, Kennedy's nerve failed. As Bill
Moyers, the program's narrator, ex
plained, the U.S. president had run up
against the limits of "deniability" and
..disclaimability.....Kennedy canceled the
remaining bombing runs; the gusanos
were cut off and soon captured by Cu
ban forces.

Twenty months later Kennedy
ransomed his mercenaries at the cost of
$53 million. He personally 'welcomed
them back to Miami, and it was curious
to watch .the documentary footage as
Brigade 2506 veterans cheered the man
who had left them on the beach. The
"brigade" ceremoniously presented its
counterrevolutionary banner and the
president blustered: "I can assure you
that this flag will be returned to this
brigade in a free Havana." However
unlikely their prospects of success at the
time, this was not empty talk. For while
the gusano ,mercenaries continued to

I3rltiinnica
President Kennedy pinning "National Security" medal on CIA director Allen
Dulles shortly after Bay of Pigs operation.

2

CIA-trained Cuban invaders captured at the Bay of Pigs.
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arm to carry out the savage imperatives
of world power while smugly maintain
ing the moral superiority of the"Ameri
can way."

And the gusanos are neither as inde
pendent nor expendable as Moyers
would have his viewers believe. While
posing a minor obstacle to better rela
tions with Cuba and periodically incur
ring the wrath of the Miami police
department with their blood feuds, they
have a special role to play in enforcing
U.S. hegemony in Latin America. If
some of the former employees of "the
Company" are getting out of hand, since
they are trained for nothing else, the
obvious "reform" is to put these fanati
cal anti-communist terrorists back on
the payroll!

If Moyers were not blinkered by his
ideology and class loyalties, he might
have drawn far more radical conclu
sions even from his own limited jour-
nalistic expose. The gusanos are not just
"disposed of." Rather, they are endlessly
recycled in the service of U.S. imperial-
ism. Kennedy hurled them at the Cuban
coast, then abandoned them when U.S.
culpability was exposed. They came
back mad, but he simply signed them up
for Operation Mongoose. As Johnson
escalated the war in Indochina, he
wound down direct attacks on Cuba,
and the CIA dispersed its Cuban agents
to "counter-insurgency" operations
throughout the hemisphere. Two helped
to hunt down 'The" Guevara in the
mountains of Bolivia. Some eventually
joined the various Latin American po-
lice death dquads and torture specialists
whom they were previously advising.
Most returned to Miami after 1967
when Operation Mongoose was formal-
ly terminated.

In 1971 the Nixon administration
required a special unit to harass and spy
on its lengthy enemies list (from Edward
Kennedy to the May Day Tribe). It
naturally turned to t-he two men who
had recruited the Bay of Pigs brigade:
retired CIAofficeTc Ho'W&d Ua. t. •
his formergusano lackey Bernard Bark- ~
er. Barker told an obviously shocked ~
interviewer about the scope of the unit, ~

from which the Watergate burglars were ~

to be drawn:
Q. "How many people did you manage
to recruit for Operation Diamond?"
A. "About 120."
Q. "Did most of these people have
experience with the CIA?"
A. "All of them. All of them were at one
time or another connected with the
Central Intelligence Agency, yes."
Q. "That was almost a prerequisite'}"
A. "Yes. definitely."

When not in the direct employ of the
American government, these vermin are
often doing the dirty work of U.S. allies
in Latin America. Nicaraguan dictator
Anastasio Somoza openly supports
anti-Castro emigre groups. Gusanos
have been implicated as hitmen for the
infamous Chilean DINA in last Septem
ber's assassination of exiled Chilean
leftist Orlando Letelier. When the Ven
ezuelan government arrested several
Cubans in connection with the Air Cu
bana bombing, it was revea.led that they
had protectors high up in the Caracas
government and had been used as go-
betweens to the Chilean junta.

The notion that these long-time CIA
minions are now independent agents is
as ludicrous as the notion that the CIA
carries out its murderous vendettas be-
hind the backs of the president and his
advisors. It is nothing but alibiing for
the imperialist liberals who were up to
their necks in the assassinations busi-
ness just as much as Nixon. At root is
the liberalj reformist illusion in the re
formability of the bourgeois state. In
Castro's Stalinist version, it is the pipe-
dream that by installing a "progressive"
administration in the White House the
warmongers at the Pentagon and mad
bombers at the CIA will be reined in. To
end CIA terror, to fully expose the slimy
gusanos to the light of day, will require
more than halfhearted Congressional
investigations or occasional televised
muckraking. It requires a victorious
workers revolution.•
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Marc Hutten
Body of Che Guevera after his cap
ture and murder in Bolivia in Octob
er 1967.

bombed, two officials killed;
"New York-June 5-Cuban mission
bombed;
"Merida, Mexico-July 23-one Cu
ban killed;
"Buenos Aires-August 9-two Cuban
officials kidnapped;
"Panama-August 18-Cuban airliner
bombed; .
"Trinidad-Tobago-September I--Gu
yana's consulate bombed, three
injured."

And the worst atrocity to date: the
bombing of an Air Cubana plane last
October which caused the death ofall 73
persons aboard.

Moyers trots out two former chief
technocrats of clandestine terror, Ray
Cline and Richard Bissell (the man who
actually planned the 1961 invasion) who
attempt like aging Doctors Franken
stein to explain how their noble plans
could have gone so wrong. Bissell tells
Moyers: "In the year 1960, to contem
plate a full-fledged communist state just
off our shores in the Caribbean was
indeed extremely shocking. Everyone's
used to this now."

Like the various congressional inves
tigators, Moyers, a former press secre
tary for Lyndon Johnson, well under
stands that the 'ilewDemOcratic
administration can legitimize itself only
by exorcizing the clanking ghosts inher
ited from earlier regimes. Even the
mythical Camelot has been so compro
mised that the Democrats need to dis
tance themselves from important
aspects of the Kennedy period (particu
larly the policies on Cuba and Vietnam).
Moyers' line of argument and the testi
mony of Bissell et al. serves as a way for
liberal Democrats to simultaneously
wash their hands of this blot and forgive
the "mistakes" and "excesses" of the
Kennedy administration.

The ritual purging of past sins is
accompanied by various resolutions to
prevent their future recurrence: Con
gressional "watchdog" committees. de
partmental reorganization, budget dis
closure, etc. But such reforms are purely
cosmetic, their real purpose to limit the
CIA's "special operations" in order to
make them more efficient and, above
all, keep them secret. Under whatever
name, in whatever department, U.S.
imperialism requires a covert military

Stalinist Opportunism and
Liberal Reformism

At another level, Castro's single
minded denunciations of the CIA, the
Pentagon and the Republican Party,
essentially separating them from the
imperialist state as whole, feed the bour
geois liberals' argument that this Mur
der, Inc. operation was some unfortu
nate Cold War aberration and that the
time is now ripe to reform and democra
tize the government's intelligence appa
ratus. One aspect of that reform is
obviously to sweep up the refuse left
behind by Operation Mongoose.

This is Moyers' main point about the
gusano killers:

""ow these men ... are an anachronism
to just about everyone except them
selves. All these years later. remnants of
the CI A's old secret army spin out of
controL on a collision course now with
Washington instead of Havana."

He recounts the bloody trail left by these
murderers on three continents in just a
few months of last year:

"Lisbon--April 22-Cuban embassy
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CIA in order to murder leaders of the
Cuban revolution." The program barely
mentioned the most successful one~the
1967 assassination of 'The" Guevara
after he was captured in Bolivia.

Rapprochement

While those conspiracies were being
hatched and Washington was organiz
ing on a grand scale for his overthrow,
Castro was not reluctant to attack the
criminals who launched the terror. But
times have changed. With the failure of
numerous U.S. efforts to smash the
Castro regime, with Cuba's abandon
ment of material support for Latin Am
erican guerrillas and with American
foreign policy under pressure in Africa
and the Near East, the U.S. bourgeoisie
is (for now) somewhat less concerned to
immediately bring about a counterrevo
lution to overthrow Castro's deformed
workers state. The U.S. has permitted
its Latin American allies one by one to
re-establish diplomatic and economic
relations with Cuba and codified the
partial thaw by the ending of hemispher
ic sanctions at the Organization of Am
erican States conference in July 1975.

In addition to the considerations
listed above, Carter may also be influ
enced in his halting movements toward
rapprochement with Cuba by a desire to
establish a liberal image internationally.
Castro evidently thinks so and is going
out of his way to praise the hypocritical
anti-Soviet commander of U.S. imperi
alism as a "man of principles." Every
class-conscious worker must, of course,
struggle against all forms of imperialist
sanctions against Cuba, demanding an
end to the trade embargo and diplomat
ic recognition of the Cuban govern
ment. But Cuba's need to break out of
U.S.-imposed isolation does not justify
Castro's fawning Stalinist political over
tures to the world's bloodiest imperialist
colossus. Nor can the American ruling
class be talked out of its fundamental
hostility to the Cuban social system.

CBS

CBS

Rolando Martinez

Sam Giancana

CBS
Armando Lopez Estrada, CORU
leader.

But by November 1975 this war was
no longer secret. and the Senate Intelli
gence Committee had to officially ac
knowledge at least part of the truth. It
recorded eight separate CIA plots to
assassinate Castro, using everything
from high-powered rifles to such bizarre
implements as poison cigars. a poison
pen. exploding seashells and a contami
nated diving suit. It documented that
the spy agency had actually enlisted the
services of Mafia hitmen. eager to even
the score for the closure of their lucra
tive Havana casinos and brothels.

The Cuban prime minister told
Moyers. however. that the committee
reported "only part of the plans" and
that he knows of at least 24 assassina
tion plots "directly organized by the

bear a grudge against Kennedy, they
were also complicit with him in the
multi-million-dollar "Operation Mon
goose," the CIA conspiracy to isolate
Cuba, dislocate its economy and murder
Castro.

From 1961 to 1967 the CIA's hire
lings launched hundreds of commando
raids, burning sugarcane fields, bomb
ing factories, murdering Cuban militia
men, contaminating Cuban exports and
engaging in other forms of military and
economic sabotage. Ray Cline, former
deputy director of the agency, told Moy
ers that Operation Mongoose was the
largest CIA operation in the world. Its
Miami headquarters had 600 to 700 staff
officers and some 2,000 Cuban
mercenaries.

Bay of Pigs commander Lynch and
leading gusano terrorist (as well as Wa
tergate burglar) Rolando Martinez took
the newsman on a tour of former CIA
"safe houses" in Miami, showing them
one lavish waterfront mansion where
gunboats armed with .50 caliber ma
chine guns routinely docked for years.
They explained how the CIA provided
daily passwords in sealed envelopes to
get the boats past Coast Guard intercep
tors. They described the cooperation of
"the Customs, the Coast Guard, the
FBI. the Internal Revenue Ser
vice ... much of the Miami and South
Florida establishment ... 19 separate po
lice departments" that was necessary to
keep such a massive campaign under
wraps.



Castro Embraces Ethiop.ia's Idi Amin

Prensa Latina

success and consolidation of the Ethi
opian Revolution are of great impor
tance for Africa.
"Let me repeat that I think that
Mengistu is a true revolutionary and
that the revolution now being devel
oped in Ethiopia is a true revolution."

-Gramma, 22 May

Castro is playing a key role in the
Soviet bloc's attempt to extend its
influence in the strategic Horn of Africa
by cementing an alliance with Mengistu
and mediating the long-standing Ethio
pia/ Somalia border dispute. The
Afrique-Asie interview reports that
Castro attended a secret summit confer
ence in Aden with the leaders of
Somalia, Ethiopia and South Yemen to
lobby for Moscow's proposed "anti
imperialist confederation" of the three
countries. The real selling point. how
ever. is not Castro's "Third World"
diplomacy but Soviet arms.

Since last summer when several army
officers were executed on charges of
conspiring with the CIA, Ethiopian
U.S. relations cooled rapidly. In the
same period, Washington was bolster
ing relations with the Sudan, which
supports two of the Derg's major
opponents, the royalist Ethiopian Dem-

May Day, just before Mengistu ordered the

support for the military regime (a repeat
of their courtship of the "anti
imperialist" emperor before his over
throw) had prevented the EPRP from
falling completely into either the Chi
nese or Soviet orbit. Still it pays ritual
tribute to the heroes of "Third World"
Stalinism. On last year's May Day, the
party's supporters marched behind
portraits of Mao Tse-tung and ''Che''
Guevara.

And what does Guevara's comrade
in-arms, Fidel Castro, think of this
murderous military junta? Following
his recent tour of Africa, which included
several days in Ethiopia, Castro was
interviewed by Simon Malley, editor of
the Algeria-financed Afrique-Asie. This
was Castro's evaluation of the Derg:

"The February 3 events have been
decisive. That was when the left and the
true leaders of the Revolution took
control and the process was directed
along revolutionary lines.
"I've gotten to know Mengistu very
well. He is a serene. intelligent. daring
and courageous man. and I think that
he has exceptional qualities as a
revolutionarv leader.
"Even though the Ethiopian Revolution
has powerful enemies, the people are
ready to fight. and no true revolution
can be beaten easily. We think the

Mengistu greets Castro during recent Africa tour.

Mengistu supporters parade before Derg officers on
hundreds of protesting students.

These so-called "counterrevolution
aries" and "hired fascists" in the capital
are supporters of the Ethiopia
an People's Revolutionary Party
(EPRP), an eclectic "Third World"
Stalinist group with significant support
among students and young workers.
Many were in the forefront of the
months-long struggle in 1974 to over
throw the feudalist regime of Emperor
Haile Selassie. Although its program for
a "New Democratic Revolution" left
open the door to an alliance with
"progressive" members of the Derg, the
EPRP's repeated calls for civilian rule
and its assassinations of leading miltary
figures and governm~ntsupporters have
won it Mengistu's implacable hatred
(see "Anti-Communist Terror in Ethi
opia," WV No. 136,3 December 1976).

The Derg vendetta against the EPRP
as well as army sweeps against left-wing
rebels in the provinces have an ethnic
aspect that recalls Idi Amin's tribalist
pogroms and the racial! tribal cleavages
among and within the nationalist
groups in Angola. Le Monde (26 May)
notes that Mengistu "is not a semite like
his predecessors, but a Galla, a black,
the first ever to have governed Ethiop
ia." The Amharas, although only a
quarter of the population, are historical
ly the privileged elite, ruling over a
kaleidoscope of other ethnic groups (of
which the Gallas are by far the largest)
which they conquered in the late nine
teenth century. Mengistu's power base
within the army is, at least in part, based
on this factor: "Frequently, non-coms
or lower-grade officers have replaced
their Amhara superiors, often after hav
ing killed them."

This should not be surprising, for
none of the bourgeois nationalist re
gimes of post-independence Africa have
been able to overcome tribal antagon
isms. any more than did the colonial
rulers. However. because some of these
tyrants like Mengistu hypocritically
tcrm themselves "socialists," the imperi
alist and pro-imperialist press has been
able to use the terrible bloodbath going
on in Ethiopia as a propaganda weapon
against the left. A current example is the
dramatic front page of Jeune Afrique
with Mengistu's photo and the blood
dripping title, "Socialism and
Barbarism."

Peking's and Moscow's alternating

Hands Off the EPRP!
Addis Ababa under the heel of the

Derg has become a giant charnel house.
Outside the city, fresh-turned earth
marks a mass grave. Dozens of un
claimed corpses lie heaped up in
hospital corridors. Women with shawls
turned inside out, a sign of mourning,
search for their children. To claim the
bodies, relatives must pay as much as
$100, an enormous sum in desperately
poor Ethiopia. Soldiers tell them the
money is to replace bullets "wasted" on
the victims.

By day, convoys loaded with armed
peasants rumble through the city.
Chanting "Ethiopia or death," they are
headed north to bolster 25,000 regular
troops in a last, desperate attempt to
crush Eritrean independence fighters.
This rag-tag "people's army" (reported
ly 200,000-strong) is being trained in the
appropriately named Siga Meda, the
"field of meat," an open area west of the
capital once used for slaughtering
livestock.

Soon after sunset, neighborhood
vigilante groups called kebeles take to
the streets to hunt down "class enemies
of the broad masses." They scour the
slums, kicking in the doors of mud huts
in search of dangerous implements like
typewriters and binoculars. Suspected
government opponents are often tor
tured and killed on the spot. Since
February, the kebeles and army patrols
have killed an estimated 3,000 people in
Addis Ababa alone.

Colonel Mengistu Haile Meriam,
who emerged as undisputed leader of
the Derg-the Provisional Military
Administrative Council-following a
palace shoot-out in February, set the
tone for the extermination campaign at
a mass rally two months ago. He held up
five vials of red liquid. One by one, he
smashed them to the ground, vowing
that the streets would run with the blood
of so-called "voracious feudalists, hired
fascists and running dogs." He has kept
his bloody word, except that it is
leftists-not feudalists and fascists
who are being slaughtered by the
hundreds.

The bloodiest single massacre took
place over May Day weekend. In
preparation for a massive celebration of
"the gains of our revolution," Mengistu
loosed his soldiers on students demon
strating against the military dictator
ship. Hundreds died in a deadly rain of
machine gun bullets (see "May Day
Massacre in Ethiopia," WVNo. 159,27
May). Two weeks later, the horror was
repeated. In the 23 May issue of Time
magazine, correspondent Lee Griggs
reported from Addis Ababa:

"Shooting broke out all over the capital
late on Sundav afternoon and contin
ued sporadically for twelve hours.
Automatic weapons chattered in
cessantlv. and the crump of exploding
grenades punctuated the firing. Cars
were banned from the streets, and
roadblocks set up to restrict movement
by foot. Next day the government
controlled papers announced that 'one
anarchist' had been killed-although
hundreds of weapons and thousands of
rounds of ammunitio:l had been confis
cated. Local hospitals had been forbid
den to give out body counts, but an
orderly at Menelik whispered to me in
Amharic, 'Bizualee' (There are many).
The best guess: 80 to 100 dead."

Bloody Colonel Mengistu Slaughters
Leftists
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How CIA Infiltrated Australian
Labor Movement
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these counterrevolutionary agencies!
In fact many of the "revelations"

which have come out so far, particularly
those concerning the sacking of the
Whitlam government in 1975, were
documented well over a year ago in Paul
Kelly's book, The Unmaking of Gough.
Shortly before his sacking on II
November 1975 Whitlam accused Doug
Anthony, National/Country Party
leader, of being tainted by CIA money.
The ensuing flap led to the disclosure
that Anthony's friend, Richard Stall
ings, who supervised the construction of
Pine Gap, had been a CIA agent. The
obvious implication was that there was
more to Pine Gap than the
"communications,"

An alarmed CIA fired offa service-to
service cable to ASIO one day before the
sacking, warning that any further
disclosures would lead to rupture in the
CI A's information exchange with its
small-time counterpart. The following
day [Australian governor-general John]
Kerr, who had longstanding links with
both ASIO and the CIA, dismissed
Whitlam.

But various fake lefts, notably the
reformist Communist Party (CPA) and
the fake-Trotskyist Socialist Labour
League (SLL), have seized upon these
"revelations" as "proof" of their conten
tion that Whitlam's sacking was a CIA
masterminded coup. According to the,

.cPA, the CIA had Whitlam thrown out
because he was about to lift the lid on
CIA activities in Parliament on II
November and thereby expose Pine
Gap's real functions: " ... tracking Soviet
missiles in the event of nuclear war and
spying on Australia itself" (Tribune, 4
May-emphasis added).

The SLL chimes in that the downfall
of the Labor government resulted from
a CIA "campaign of destabilisa
tion ... throughout its term in office"
(Workers News, 5 May). The Fraser
government was then installed to take
orders from "international capitalism
and the Central Intelligence Agency
[four months ago it was (supposedly)
the Japanese shipbuilders giving the
orders] that the trade union movement
must be smashed" (Workers News, 12
May).

There is little reason to doubt that the
CIA/ ASIO was at least sympathetic to,
and likely involved in, Whitlam's
dismissal. After 23 years out of federal
office, the new ALP [Australian Labor
Party] government quickly developed
frictions with the established state
bureaucracy-especially ASIO-which
was accustomed to dealing with and
loyal to a Liberal government. The

continued on page 11

Workers News
50,000 protested in Melbourne, November 1975, against Kerr's dismissal of
Labor premier Whitlam.
strategic component of its world-wide
counterrevolutionary military alli
ances-ANZUS [the 1951 Australia
New Zealand-U.S. tripartite treaty] is
hardly a secret-nor that it would keep
secrets from what is after all a very
junior imperialist partner. However,
whatever the CIA's "destabilising"
activities in Australia, they certainly
must have been a great deal more subtle
than in Chile. Australia is no Chile and
[current Australian prime minister
Malcolm] Fraser is no Pinochet.

The Australian bourgeoisie has every
reason to protect the secrecy of the CIA.
Why, then. have the bourgeois media,
particularly Fairfax's Sydney tabloid,
the Sun. run a spate of sensationalist
exposes of CIA activity? Fairfax rabidly
supported [Gough] Whitlam's sacking
and is as firmly committed to the
"American Alliance" as is Fraser(or, for
that matter, Whitlam). A 5 May
editorial in the Financial Review pro
vided some useful insights: "The Aus
tralian business community ought to be
especially concerned about the commer
cial implications" of CIA wiretapping,
and the public must be re-assured about
these allegations which have surfaced."

In other words, even the l\rmest of
imperialist allies have some conflicting
interests, and besides, to allow the real
"dirty tricks" of CIA/ ASIO [Australian
Security Intelligence Organisation] to
remain hidden a small amount of
exposure is necessary. Without deluding
itself that the bourgeoisie has any
intention of curbing its secret police, the
labour movement must demand fuJI
disclosure of all the secret dealings of

, Australasian Spartacist

Spartacist League banner at Hyde Park demonstration in Sydney against
Kerr's dismissal of Whittam.

-reprinted from Australasian Spartacist No. 43, June 1977

The Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) is a sinister gang of professional
assassins in the service of the world's
foremost imperialist power. In carrying
out the covert military operations
dictated by U.S. foreign policy interests
the CIA murdered the Congolese
nationalist leader, Patrice Lumumba, in
1961; Latin American revolutionary,
Che Guevara, in 1967; and made at least
eight attempts to assassinate Fidel
Castro. These hitmen for U.S. imperial
ism organised or bankrolled reactionary
coups in Brazil, Guatemala, Santo
Domingo, Iran, Indonesia, Cambodia
and Greece. They organised the 1960
Bay of Pigs invasion designed to topple
the Castro government and have infil
trated and subverted trade unions
throughout the world.

So when Christopher Boyce, a young
[American] employee of TRW (a
[California] electronics firm with CIA
contacts) [who is] charged with being a
Soviet spy, told a Los Angeles court in
late April, "If you think what the CIA
did in Chile was bad you should see
what they are doing in Australia," he
stirred up an understandable hue and
cry.

What is the CIA doing in Australia?
According to Boyce, it has infiltrated
Australian unions particularly in the
transport industry; furthermore, it
systematically deceived Australian gov

,ernments about the true nature of the
ultra-secret Pine Gap "communica
tions" base near Alice Springs.

Victor Marchetti, an ex-CIA opera
tive whose The CIA and the Cult of
Intelligence exposed numerous CIA
operations, bolstered Boyce's charges
with the additional Information that the
"satellite-tracking" station at Pine Gap
can tap all overseas telephone and telex
messages to and from Australia and that
the CIA has filtered funds to the Liberal
and Country parties. Philip Agee,
another ex-CIA agent, then exposed
eight CIA operatives here and linked
CIA money with the virulently anti
communist National Civic Council
(NCC) of B.A. Santamaria and right
wing union officials associated with it.
In an interview on ABC-TV Marchetti
expressed his belief that the CIA acted
to "destabilise" the Whitlam Labor
government, albeit in a more "sophisti
cated" manner than Chile.

There is every reason to believe all the
concrete charges are true, but that is
scarcely surprising. None but a fool
could doubt that the U.S. would
maintain an intelligence operatioD in'a

ocratic Union and the predominantly
Muslim Eritrean Liberation Front. The
military junta repeatedly complained
that it was not receiving sufficient
military equipment from the Pentagon
to modernize its army, which has been
steadily pushed back in Eritrea until it
now holds only a handful of towns.

Twice last year the Derg's arms
requests were held up for months, and it
was forced to scurry across Europe, East
and West, in search of alternate sources.
In December a delegation went' to
MoscQw and signed a secret agreement
for the purchase of more than $100
million in arms. Since the February

Bourgeoisie holds Ethiopian regime
as example of African socialism.

sho<)t-out, Mengistu has openly ex
pressed his preference for Soviet patron
age. In return, Jimmy Carter suddenly
discovered "human rights" violations in
Ethiopia (presumably these did not exist
from 1945 to 1975 when the U.S. poured
$600 million into the coffers of Haile
Selassie and, for a time, the Derg), and
cut off U.S. military aid.

In his May Day speech Mengistu
bragged about ending an era of "slav
ery" by expelling five U.S. agencies in
late April. The international Stalinist
press dutifully reported his bluster.
Three days later, he was in Moscow,
where he signed a declaration laying the
"foundations tor friendship and cooper
ation" between Ethiopia and the Soviet
Union.

Moscow has delivered tens of thou
sands of weapons along with dozens of
tanks and armored personnel carriers.
Reports from the Eritrean guerrillas and
from Sudan claim that Cuban military
advisors are training the peasant mili
tias. Whatever the truth of this asser
tion. in an interview with Barbara
Walters of ABC-TV, Castro stated that
all the Cubans in Ethiopia are "accredit
ed as diplomatic personnel," while
adding: "I want to warn you that this
does not imply that we are not willing to
send instructors."

Once 'again the Stalinists are
demonstrating their willingness to seal
diplomatic deals in the blood of left
wing militants in other countries. Since
the EPRP is extremely isolated interna
tionally, Moscow's professional liars do
not shirk from even the most nauseating
slanders in their efforts to cover up for
Mengistu. In the 21 May Daily World,
Communist Party hack Tom Foley
actually hails the recent massacres:

"Part of the imperialist panic no doubt
.arises from the increasing effectiveness
of Ethiopia's worker and peasant
militias in fighting U.S.-supported
counterrevolutionary bands.
"The CIA-backed 'Ethiopian People's
Revolutionary Party,' which had been
carrying on a terror campaign aimed at
workers [it took credit for the assassina
tion of the government-instillled. strike
breaking head of the labor federation).
has suffered crippling losses lately in
Addis Ababa."

The vultures that hover' over
Revolution Square in Addis Ababa are
a grisly symbol not only of the frenzied
bloodlust of the Derg but also of the
bottomless treachery of the Stalinist bu
reaucracies-the gravediggers of the
world revolution. The future of humani
ty lies not only in the social revolution to
smash bourgeois rule, from Ethiopia to
the U.S., but in political revolution 10
overthrow the self-serving bureaucratic
betrayers who rule over the deformed
workers states.•
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Leninism and Workers Control
by Joseph Seymour

Thefollowing article is basedon a talk by
Comrade Seymourata West Coast Spar
tacus Youth LRague educational in mid
March.

There is probably no question in
contemporary left-wing politics where
greater confusion, both substantive and
terminological, reigns than over "work
ers control." Of the several forms of
confusion, the most dangerous is a
stagist conception of workers control as
the link between day-to-day trade-union
militancy and revolutionary dual pow
er, as the necessary. first step toward the
seizure of state power. Workers control
is not a demand which communist trade
unionists agitate for and seek to imple
ment every day in every way. It is only
appropriate to a qualitatively different.
higher level of class struggle.

Workers control-dual power at the
point of production-is an aspect,
usually secondary, of a generalized
revolutionary crisis. With one
exception-Italy in 1969-workers
control has emerged only after, not
before, the government was overthrown
and the repressive state apparatus was in
disarray: Russia 1917, Germany 1918,
Spain 1936, Portugal 1974-75. And in
Italy's "Hot Autumn" in 1969, workers
control was a subordinate aspect of a
mass strike wave centered on economic
demands.

There are four characteristic kinds of
confusion. The most important is an
attempt to exploit terminological ambi
guity in the service of a reformist
programmatic conception. This is the
trade unionization of workers control.
In the conventional sense, trade unions
normally exercise some control over the
conditions of production, job standards
and the like. Trotsky, who was very
precise in his programmatic formula
tions, always speaks of"workers control
of production" or "of industry" to
distinguish this concept from the kind of
control that trade unions normally
exercise. . .

In a recent article, "Nuclear Power
and the Workers Movement" (WV No.
146,25 February), we demanded "trade
union control of safety conditions in all
industrial situations." This is not a call
for generalized dual power at the
industrial level. Rather it is a strong
trade-union demand. Many unions in
many countries have forced manage
ment to adhere to a thick rulebook
specifying safety standards. This is not
"workers control of production." Of
course, it is in the interests of reformists
and centrists to blur the distinction
between this type of trade-union control
of working conditions and generalized
dual power at the point of production
signaling a revolutionary situation.

A second source of confusion is more
purely terminological. "Control" is a
word which exists in many Indo
European languages with similar but
not identical meanings. In European
languages other than English, "to
control" means to check or monitor the
actions of another. Eor example, the
functionary who checks tickets on
French trains is called the controleur de
billets. However, in English the term
"control" means to administer or direct.
While in other languages "workers
control" is distinct from and weaker
than "workers management," in English
the two are usually identified. Thus
English-speaking Trotskyists some
times confuse these two qualitatively
different concepts. For example, Felix
Morrow in his Revolution and Coun
terrevolution in Spain uses "workers
control" to describe what was actually
workers management of nominallv
nationalized enterprises.

6

1917 factory meeting led by Bolshevik workers.

A third area of confusion centers on avoided. However, it would be ineffec-
workers management, which is neither tual scholasticism for us to invent and
identical with nor necessarily occurs use different terms.
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. Nevertheless, comrades must
Our program is not workers manage- understand the difference. Workers
ment, but rather the management or control under socialist economic plan-
administration by a workers govern- ning is an authoritative consultative
ment of a centrally directed and planned voice at the point of production. It is
economy. absolutely not counterposed or antago-

It is possible for generalized workers nistic to the managerial hierarchy of the
management or, more precisely, seIf- workers government. The notion that
management to exist as another, distinct "workers control" has the selfsame
form of dual power. Workers control is character during a revolutionary offen-
dual power within the production unit; sive against capitalism and in a workers
management is still trying to reassert its state is an economist or syndicalist
traditional authority. In Italy 1969 there deviation.
were pitched battles of Fiat workers Workers control is not a demand
against Fiat foremen and company made upon the employer or state; it is a
goons-that's what we mean by workers condition of struggle. Workers control
control or dual power. Workers man- cannot be incorporated into a trade-
agement, by contrast, occurs when the union contract or otherwise institution-
bourgeois management abandons the alized. By its very nature workers
productive units to the workers, while control posits open-ended struggle
the latter are not subject to economic between workers and management.
administration by the state. It is obvious Comrade Douglas' document captures
that such an extraordinary situation can well the difference between strong trade
occur only when a proletarian state unionism and workers control. Putting
power has not yet consolidated its rule assembly-line speed in the contract is a
(Bolshevik Russia in late 19l7-early strong trade-union demand; workers
1918) or in a civil war under a weak control means determining line speed
bourgeois "popular front" government against management's will. A union
(Spain 1936-37). Workers management hiring hall is a strong trade-union
is then a situation of dual power demand; workers control is forcing
between the productive units and the management to hire more people than it
government, which may be either wants to employ. These are real and
proletarian or bourgeois. The govern- significant differences.
ment's monopoly over the mechanisms Because workers control cannot be
of finance is invariably the Achilles heel institutionalized, it is wrong to call for
of workers management. workers control in a particular firm or

A fourth point of confUSion concerns industr;' as a pro.gran:matic norm. In a
"workers control" as an institution revolutIOnary SituatIOn, of course,
under a democratically governed work- certain firms and industries are in the
ers state with a centralized planned vanguard of :workers contr?l
economy. The terminological identity of struggles-the PutIiov ~et~lwork.s ~n
this concept with "workers control" in a St. Petersb~rg 10 19I7, Flat. 10 Tunn 10

revolutionary, dual-power situation is 1969, the Llsnave shipyards 10 ~lsbon 10

codified in the Transitional Program 197~-75. Howe:rer, a call t? actIOn o~ a
and reflects the political language of th'e par~lcular firm 10 a revolutlOnar~ penod
Russian experience.-That the same term IS different from a programmatic norm.
refers to two fundamentally different Pabloite Revisionism
programmatic concepts is inherently The leading exponents of reformist
confusing and ideally should be and stagist conceptions of workers

control are the European Pabloites. In
Britain, the best-known left-wing advo
cates of workers control are two free
lancing independent Pabloites, Ken
Coates and Tony Topham of the
Institute for Workers' Control. The very
name reveals a reformist conception.
Think of the Institute for Revolutionary
Dual Power in Industry! The purely
social-democratic nature of the Coates/
Topham project is spelled out openly:

'The aims of the Institute for Workers'
Control shall be ... to assist in the
formation of Workers' Control groups
dedicated to the development of demo
cratic consciousness, to the winning of
support for Workers' Control in all
existing organizations of Labour. to the
challenging of undemocratic actions
wherever they may occur, and the
extension of democratic control over
industry and the economv itself. ..."

-- Bulletin of the' Institute (or
Workers' - Control. VoL J.
No. I (no date)

A far more sophisticated exponent of
a reformist, stagist position on workers
control than the "industrial democrat"
Coates is Ernest Mandel. Labeling
workers' control an "anti-capitalist
structural reform," he presents it as an
institutionalized aspect of trade-union
bargaining:

"Workers' control is the affirmation by
the workers of a refusal to let the
management dispose freely of the
means of production and labour pow
er. ... It is a refusal to enter discussions
with the management or the govern
ment as a whole on the division of the
national income, so long as the workers
have not acquired the ability to reveal
the way the capitalists cook up the
books when they talk of prices and
profits."

-"Lessons of May," New Left
Review. November-December
/968

Mandel simply trivializes workers con
trol as an appendage to every kind of
social struggle normally occurring in
capitalist society:

'The struggle for workers' control
with which the strategy of anti-capitalist
structural reforms, the struggle for a
transitional programme, is largely
identified-must ... keep close to the
preoccupations of the masses, must
constantly arise from the everyday
reality experienced by the workers, their
wives, the students and revolutionary
intellectuals." [our emphasis]

-Ibid.

The anti-revolutionary nature of
Mandel's position is clear when he
attempts to inject workers control into
the French May 1968 general strike. I
read the following passage several times
because I didn't understand' it. This is
because it's inherently confused and
confusing, grafting a reformist, stagist
concept of workers control onto a
revolutionary dual power situation:

"The general strike of May
1968 ... offers us an excellent example
of the key importance of this problem.
Ten million workers were out on strike.
They occupied their factories. If they
were moved by the desire to do away
with many of the social injustices
heaped up by the Gaullist regime in the
ten vears of its existence, thev were
obviously aiming beyond simple wage
scale demands."

It is significant that Mandel does not see
the strikers as having a revolutionary
anti-capitalist impulse, merely wanting
to eliminate "many" (sic) of the social
injustices associated with the Gaullist
regime. He goes on:

"But if the workers did not feel like
being satisfied with immediate de
mands. thev also did not have anv exact
idea of what they did want. Had they
been educated in the preceding years
and months in the spirit [sic] of workers'
controL they would have known what
to do: elect a committee in every plant
that would begin by opening the
company books; calculate for them
selves the various companies' real
manufacturing costs and rates of profit:
establish a right of veto on hiring and
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One of the many union-run workshops established In Barcelona In 1936.

firing and on any changes in the
organization of the work."

-"The Debate on Workers'
Control," International Social
ist Review, May-June 1969

But for there to be "workers control
of production" there must b.e produc
tion. A functioning workers control
committee during a general strike would
be scabbing! Workers control and a
general strike are two mutually exclu
sive economic-military tactics, which
usually arise in very different situations.
As we shall see, workers control is
usually an attempt to maintain produc
tion in the face of employer sabotage,

the disruption of war or severe econom
IC cnsls.

The call for workers control during
the French May events would not
merely have been wrong and confusion
ist, but dangerous and liquidationist.
Under those conditions, the French
ruling class would have promised
considerable concessions toward work
ers control-open books, union veto on
firing, the right to beat up foremen and
all kinds of good things-if only the
workers ended the general strike and
defused the political crisis.

Mandel himself drew out the
liquidationist consequences of his call
for workers control during the French
May-June 1968 events in an article
published at that time:

"It is here that the strategy of 'anticapi
talist structural reforms,' transition
demands, assumes all its validity. The
masses cannot seize power in the
factories and neighborhoods; that calls
for a new and centralized revolutionary
leadership that does not as yet exist. But
the fact that the masses are not yet in a
position to seize power does not at all
imply the impossiblity of winning, right
now, demands over and above wage
increases.
"The workers hold the factories and
nerve centers of the nation.... They
must immediately establish a de facto
power that the bosses and the state

cannot cancel out once 'calm' has been
restored....
"This de facto power consists in
democratically elected committees
which establish workers control over all
production....
"These commit tees should decide which
enterprises would begin operating
again, and to what end-that is,
exclusively to fill the needs of the
working population. They should have
veto power over every investment
project." [our emphasis]

-"From the Bankruptcy of
Neocapitalism to the Struggle
for the Socialist Revolution,"
in Revolt in France (1968)

The French 1968' general strike is a
perfect example of when a stagist

,
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concept of workers control is danger
ous. Workers control would have meant
a lowering of the level of class struggle.
It would have been equivalent to
abandoning a major battle on the verge
of victory and retreating into guerrilla
war. The correct revolutionary demand
for the French May events was the
unification and centralization of the
strike committees as embryonic soviets,

. bypassing a distinct period of workers
control

Trotsky on Germany 1931

Trotsky's 1931 article, "Workers'
Control of Production," is absolutely
unambiguous that workers control is
not a reform, but a manifestation of
dual power in a revolutionary situation:

"Control can be imposed only by force
upon the bourgeoisie, by a proletariat
on the road to the moment of taking
power from them, and then also
ownership of the means of production.
Thus the regime of workers' control, a
provisional, transitional regime by its
very essence, can correspond only to the
period of the convulsing of the bour
geois state, the proletarian offensive,
and the falling back of the bourgeoisie,
that is, to a period of the proletarian
revolution in the fullest sense of the
word."

However, taken out of historic context

and read superficially, Trotsky's article
could be interpreted as positing workers
control as a necessary or normal early
stage of a revolutionary crisis.

Amid Trotsky's voluminous writings
on revolutionary strategy and tactics,
there is only one substantive article on
workers control-concerning Germany
in 1931. Why did Trotsky bring to the
fore the demand for workers control at
that particular place and time? Why did
he consider factory committees rather
than soviets as the most likely form of
dual power? Why did he regard workers
control rather than a mass strike wave
or street fighting as the probable initial

- form of 'confrontation with bourgeois
authority?

First, the economic conditions mili
tated against the strike tactic. Given a
sharp and worsening depression, the
tasks of the workers were to prevent
plant closures, lock-outs and increased
unemployment.

Apart from economic conjunctural
considerations, Trotsky's position on
workers control was governed by the
relations of the Communist Party (CP),
which he considered bureaucratic cen
trist with a potential for revolutionary
renewal, to the Social Democrats on the
one hand and to the Nazis on the other.
In most circumstances the strength of
the workers movement against the
employers is roughly in line with its
strength against the state. Try having a
work action in Brazil, Iran or South
Korea. However. in Germany 1931 the
power of the workers in the shops was
far greater than in the streets. The
Communists alone, a minority of the
proletariat, could not overcome the
Nazi stormtroopers; the CP's sectarian
ism and the Social Democrats' legalism
prevented united military action against
the fascists. However, the Nazi writ did
not run into the factories so that in
military terms resistance to workers
control was far less than to other forms
of a proletarian offensive.

The German Social Democrats
associated soviets with Communist rule
and would have opposed them as a
united-front form. The "Third Period"
Stalinists refused to work in the Social

. Democratic-dominated trade unions.
The factory committees were the only
existing common organizations of
Social Democratic and Communist
workers. Thus Trotsky saw in the
factory committees and workers control
the path of least resistance for a united
proletarian offensive. His advocacy of
workers control was not a universal
tactical schema, but a concrete form for
a united front of a deeply divided
workers movement against the growing
fascist threat. If one abstracts Trotsky's
position from the concrete conjuncture
and political alignment in Germany
1931, one is liable to project a false

tactical schema involving the fetishiza
tion of workers control.

The Bolsheviks and Workers
Control

The Bolshevik Revolution and Span
ish civil war witnessed the most
profound workers control struggles and
the only experiences of widespread
workers self-management. Therefore
the assimilation of these two historic
experiences is essential to understand
our programmatic positions on the
question.

.Unlike the Russian revolution of
1905, 1917 was not marked by mass
strikes. The workers knew that the war
had severely damaged and dislocated
the Russian economy, industry was on
the verge of collapse due to breakdowns
and shortages, and the urban popula
tion was threatened by famine. Workers
control arose primarily to counter
capitalist neglect and sabotage, rather
than to extract economic concessions.
Lenin's strong support for workers
control in this period was motivated by
a conservative economic purpose. In a
major article, significantly entitled "The
Impending Catastrophe and How To
Fight It" (September 1917), he states:

"Control, supervision and accounting
are the prime prerequisites for combat
ting catastrophe and famine. This is
indisputable and universally recog
nised. And it is just what is not being
done from fear of encroaching on the
supremacy of the landowners and
capitalists, on their immense, fantastic
and scandalous profits...." [emphasis
in original]

Shortly after coming to power, the
Bolshevik government issued two de
crees (14 November and 13 December)
designed to institutiona~ize the dual
power already existing within Russian
factories. The second decree details the
powers of the control commissions:

"The control commission of each
enterprise is to establish the amount of
materials, fuel, equipment, workers and
technicians, etc., required for produc
tion, the actual stock in hand and labor
available; to estimate the prospects of
carrying on orclosingdown: to maintain
labor discipline; to check whether
buying and selling conform to state
regulations; to watch over productivity,
and assist in ascertaining production
costs, etc.
"Decisions of the control commission
designed to secure the conditions for its
operation are binding on the owner.
[our emphasis]

It also stipulates that direct
management remains in the owners'
hands and that the control commission
has no right to expropriate the enter
prises on its own:

"The owner retains his managerial
rights over the administration and
operation of the enterprise. The control
commission does not take part in the
administration of the enterprise and is
not responsible for its operation.... The

continued on page 8
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CGT-called march in Paris brought out 800,000 unionists in May 1968.
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Portuguese shipyard workers on strike in 1973.
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Workers
Control ...
(continued/rom page 7)

control commission may. through its
higher authorities. raise the question of
sequestration of an enterprise or any
other compulsory measure with the
economic state organs. but it has no
right itself to seize and administer an
enterprise.,.

--reproduced in Margaret. Dew
ar. Lahour PoIiCl' in the USSR
/917-/928 (1956)

Why did Lenin put forth a policy he
later described as a "contradictory and
incomplete measure"? Lenin's position
on workers control is incomprehensible
unless one realizes that he was opposed
to the nationalization of industry in the
short term. He defended this policy as
late as spring 1918 against left commu
nist opponents (Bukharin. Radek.
Ossinsky). The Bolshevik government
did not have available the technical
managerial apparatus capable of ad
ministering a socialized. planned econo
my. Lenin believed that through a
combination of concessions and pres
sure Russia's capitalists could be made
to serve the new Soviet state. Workers
control commissions were projected as
the lowest level of state economic
administration. Secondly. Lenin con
sidered workers control a school to train
a proletarian managerial cadre. who
could take over the administration of a
socialized economy in a gradual. orderly
and efficient way. ,

The Bolshevik attempt to institution
alize workers control broke down
almost immediately. Capitalists hostile
to soviet power abandoned their facto
ries for counterrevolutionary intrigue.
Workers. in turn hostile and distrustful
toward their employers, drove them out
and took over the factories. Frequently
instructions from the Supreme Council
of the National Economy (VSNKh) not
to expropriate an enterprise were met
with the response that it had already
been done. In the months following the
October Revolution. workers control
gave way to workers self-management
imposed from below.

The instructions of VSNKh to the
individual factory committees concern
ing production and distribution were
frequently disregarded. The factory
committees sought to maximize enter
prise income through unbridled compe
tition for supplies and markets. A
Bolshevik leader of the Metal Workers
Union, writing in late 1917. described
the situation as follows:

"Another proprietor came. who was
equally an individualist and anti-social
as the former one. and the name of the
new proprietor was the control commit
tee. In the Donetz area. the metal works
and mines refused to supply each other
with coal and iron on credit. selling the
iron to the peasants without regard for
the needs of the State."

~quoted in Maurice Dobb.
Soviet Economic Development
Since /9/7 (1948)

Another Bolshevik trade unionist in
November 1917 summarizes the situa
tion thus:

"Workers control by itself is an anar
chistic attempt to achieve socialism in
one enterprise. and actually leads to
clashes among the workers themselves
and to the refusal of fuel. metal. etc. to
one another."

-quoted in Paul Avrich. The
Russian Revolution and Facto
ry Committees (unpublished
doctoral dissertation. 1961)

These quotes are somewhat one
sided. The recourse of the factory
committees to unrestrained atomized
competition did not primarily express
either parochial s~lf-centeredness or
anarcho-syndicalist prejudices. though
both were present. Rather the economic
situation reflected 'the new Bolshevik
government's lack of authority and
organization amid the anarchic turmoil
of revolution. The workers in the mass
supported Lenin's government to one
degree or another, but questioned its
viability and permanence. It was under
standable for individual factory com
mittees to refuse to sell on credit to a
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government they believed would not be
around long enough to pay.

The disastrous effect of workers self
management and the exigencies of the
looming civil war convinced most
workers of the need for centralized
economic direction. The institution of
"war communism" met with general
support and little resistance.

The onset of full-scale civil war in
mid-1918 led to wholesale na
tionalization and the subordination of
the factory committees to centralized
economic direction. However, the main
reason that Lenin had earlier opposed
general nationalization remained. The
Bolshevik government did not have an
apparatus capable of administering a
nationalized. centralized industry. So it
turned to the one politically loyal
organization which had a hierarchy
conforming to the industrial structure
the trade unions. The economy under
"war communism" was administered by
the trade unions. not by a separate state
body. Industrial management by the
trade unions, traditional workers organ
izations. had the further advantage of

Trotsky with Lenin in 1920.

allaying syndicalist prejudices against
the new soviet state power.

The threat of 1 white terror
strengthened the loyalty of the workers
to Bolshevik rule and generated a spirit
of self-sacrifice. Economic administra
tion by the unions worked fairly well. A
policy originally undertaken as a practi
cal expedient was accepted as a pro
grammatic norm for a workers state.
The new Bolshevik program adopted at
the Eighth Party Congress in March
1919 stipulated the trade unions would
be the basic organ of economic admin
istration. Point 5 of the section entitled
"I n the sphere of economics" st,ates:

"/ he organi/ing apparatus of sociali/ed
industry must first of all rest upon the
trade unions. The latter must free
themselves from the narrow guild
outlook and transform themselves into
large productive combinations com
prising the majority. and gradually all
the workers of a given branch of
production."

--Robert H. McNeal. ed., Deci
sions and Resolutions of the
Communist Parry of the Soviet
Union (1974)

This programmatic ~tatement would
cause much trouble a few years later.

The overwhelming economic
exigencies of the civil war suppressed
any differences within the Bolshevik
party over the optimal organization of a
workers state, of the relations between
the government administration. the

trade unions and other workers organi
zations. Such differences exploded with
the end of the civil war in early 1921
amid a mass reaction against the severe
austerity and commandism of "war
communism."

The Tenth Party Congress in March
1921 saw the semi-syndicalist Workers
Opposition advocate the administration
of the economy by autonomous trade
unions. Trotsky, short-sightedly con
cerned with rehabilitating the economy
as speedily as possible, advocated the
total statification of the unions, liqui
dating them as autonomous, internally
democratic bodies. Lenin, whose views
prevailed. occupied a middle position.
He insisted on the direct administration
of the economy of the state. l'Ie also
supported autonomous trade unions to
represent the interests of specific groups
of workers vis-ii-vis the government
administration hierarchy. which was
capable of bureaucratic abuses as well as
errors.

Only with the institution of the New
Economic Policy in 1921 did the
Bolshevik government acquire its own

.distinct organs of economic administra
tion. This freed the unions to defend the
consumerist interests of specific groups
of workers. The Labor Code of 1922
stipulated that wages and work.ing
conditions be determined by collective
bargaining between the unions and state

...employers.
The early 1920's also saw the intro

duction of a new form of workers
control as an authoritative consultative
voice designed to increase productivity.
Production conferences of the entire
work force elected standing control
commissions to oversee that their
recommendations were carried out. The
Stalinist political counterrevolution
eroded and eventually suppressed the
control commissions, as it did the trade
unions and all other independent
proletarian bodies.

The Trotskyist Left Opposition in its
1927 "Platform" calls attention to the
atrophying of workers control and the
growing indifference of the workers
toward productivity:

"The production conferences are
gradually being reduced to nothing. The
majority of the practical proposals
adopted by the workers are never
carried out. Among many of these
workers a distaste for these production
conferences is nourished by the fact that
the improvements which they do suc
ceed in introducing often result in a
reduction of the number of workers."

The "Platform of the Joint Opposition"

'>

called for strengthening the control
commissions:

"The functions of the control commis
sions of the production councils must be
e~tended to include supervising the
execution of their decisions and investi
gating their success in protecting the
workers' interests."

The 1938 Transitional Program
incorporated workers control in the
consultative sense as a programmatic
norm in a workers state, an integral part
of proletarian democracy and rational
economic planning.

Workers Management in the
Spanish Civil War

While workers management in the
Bolshevik revolution was a short-lived,
anarchic episode, workers management
was a central element in the Spanish
revolution and civil war. Following the
defeated military coup of July 1936
most of Spain's capitalists either fled or
were driven out into the areas controlled
by Franco's army. Workers manage
ment became widespread throughout
Spain and dominant in Catalonia
(which then accounted for 70 percent of
Spanish industry), where the labor
movement was dominated by the
anarcho-syndicalists through their
trade-union federation, the Confedera
cion Nacional del Trabajo (CNT).
Workers management was legalized by
the Collectivization Decreee of October
1936.

The anarchist masses did not look
upon workers management as a tempo
rary situation or expedient caused by
the civil war, but as the realization of
their ideal program. They believed the
libertarian millennium had arrived.
Despite this very different political
attitude, the initial experience of work
ers management in Spain resembled
that of Russia in 1917-18. The
anarchist-managed collectives acted like
competing producer cooperatives. In
those collectives which inherited ample
material and financial reserves, which
had new equipment and enjoyed favor
able market demand, the workers'
incomes were relatively high. In those
collectives without these advantages,
the workers suffered accordingly. The
situation is well described by Gaston
Leval, a French anarchist and promi
nent CNT militant at the time:

"Too often in Barcelona and Valencia.
workers in each undertaking took over
the factory. the works. or the workshop.
the machines. raw materials, and taking
advantage of the continuation of the
money system and normal capitalist
commercial relations. organised pro
duction on their own account. selling
for their' own benefit the produce of
their labour....
"There was not, therefore. true sociali
sation. but a workers' neo-capitalism. a
self-management straddling capitalism
and socialism, which we maintain
would not have occured had the
Revolution been able to extend itself
fullv under the direction of our
Svndicates."

. -Collectives in the Spanish
Revolution (1975)

The anarcho-syndicalist cadre, like
Leval, were dismayed that the "liberta
rian" collectives reproduced the irra
tionality and inegalitarianism of the
capitalist market, a situation which also
impeded the war against Franco. The
CNT hierarchy more-or-less successful
ly countered the anarchic parochialism
of the collectives and imposed some
centralized economic direction. In
general. the anarcho-syndicalist work
ers regarded the enterprises as belong
ing to the CNT as a whole. not to the
individual collectives. Through the
CNT, the Spanish wmkers achieved
miracles of economic organization. In
Catalonia. which had no metal-working
industry. the CNT collectives built a
munitions industry from the ground up.
The Spanish proletariat diplayed out
standing labor discipline. self-sacrifice
and ingenuity. This is one of the factors
that caused Trotsky, in arguing for the
unique significance of the Bolshevik
Party, to state that in their mass
consciousness the Spanish proletariat
stood higher, not lower, than the

WORKERS VANGUARD
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Bob Sherman/Camera 5
Anita Bryant and family in their nightly ritual praying at altar in their Miami
Beach home.

Defend Democratic Rights for
Homosexuals

Stop Anita Bryant'
counterrevolution in the United States.
This layer of bible-thumping bigots is in
the forefront of right-wing attacks on
virtually every gain of the liberal activ
ism of the 1960's: school busing pro
grams, abortion, the Equal Rights
Amendment, etc.

The oppressed of society are generally
painfully aware of their own special
oppression; in fact the radicalism of the
1960's made a principle out of the separ
ate organization of strata of the op
pressed: blacks. women, homosexuals,
for example. But it is only when con
sciousness of oppression transcends the
subjective and partial and becomes class
consciousness that an effective fight
against the common enemy-- the capi
talist system-can be waged on behalf of
all the exploited and oppressed. That
democratic rights and social freedoms
are indivisble is, unfortunately, grasped
by the reactionaries, who see the menace
of "atheistic communism" lurking be
hind everything from pornography to
abolition of capital punishment. Oppo
nents of this repulsive right-wing offen
sive must be imbued with a similar
breadth of purpose.

The vanguard party of the working
class is the force which integrates the
will to resist all forms of degradation by
the capitalist system. The vanguard
party must be "the tribune of the peo
ple," championing the rights and aspira
tions of all the working people and
specially oppressed. This championship
has nothing in common with the patron
izing of liberal moralists, but flows from
recognition of common iml.:resL The
communists, the first vi<.:ums of the
fascist takeover in Germany, under
stand that it was the working class'
failure to come to power which enabled
the Nazis to unleash unspeakable hor
rors against Jews and other ethnic mi
norities, homosexuals and other social
"deviants," trade unionists, freethink
ers, pacifists, radicals of every stripe.

The Spartacist League has nothing
but contempt for the Stalinist apologists
who glorify the oppressive nuclear fami
ly structure and justify the Stalinist
regimes' persecution of homosexuals,
perceived as a threat to the family. Nor
does our approach have anything in
common with the polyvanguardist op
portunists who tall proponents
of "Iife-stvle" radicalism. The worst
of the ~nti-Leninist tailists is
YAWF, which in its endless search
for cheap popularity, in this case
to please the "gay movement," has
called a national demonstration around

continued on page 10
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Several thousand outraged demon
strators marched from New York's
Greenwich Village to midtown Manhat
tan on June 8. The demonstrators were
protesting the repeal of a Dade County,
Florida law prohibiting discrimination
against homosexuals in ,employment,
housing and public accommodation.

An aggressive scare campaign
spearheaded by has-been pop singer
Anita Bryant had focused national at
tention on the Dade County referen
dum. Decrying the supposed danger of
"child molestation" and citing the Cali
fornia drought as proof of "God's"
displeasure with homosexuality, Bryant
has issued an open invitation for in
creased persecution of homosexuals on
the job, in public places, in their homes.
By reversing the legal affirmation that
private sexual conduct should not be
grounds for harassment and discrimina
tion, the forces of bigotry and reaction
have dealt a significant setback to ele
mentary democratic rights.

Bryant. though grotesque and easy to
caricature, is no joke and should not be
taken lightly. She speaks for a stratum
of vicious and fanatical reactionaries
who comprise the hardest core of

finances. The government literally
starved the workers in the CNT collec
tives. Leval describes how this was done:

"And when. in Catalonia. the Commu
nist leader Comorera became Minister
of Finance after the May Days, the
means of struggle he adopted were
original. It was clear that it was quite
impossihle to destroy the outstanding
influence of the Svndicates of the
C. 1\I.T. To attempt to' do so would have
paralysed production overnight. So,
Comorera had recourse to two comple
mentary procedures; on the one hand he
deprived the factories of raw materials
or deliveries did not arrive on time, thus
resulting in production delays which
were knowingly criticised; on the other
hand they paid for deliveries of cloth.
clothing. arms. etc.. with a delay which
affected the workers' own budgets. As
the wages were distributed under the
supervision of the Syndicates, it was
against the delegates of the C.N.T. and
against the organism of which they were
the representatives that the discontent
of one section of the workers was direct-
d "e .

Co!/ecli\'es in the Spanish Rev
o/lilion

The turning point of the Spanish
revolution, the "May Days" in Barcelo
na. was precipitated by a military attack
by the Popular Front government on
workers management. The CNT collec
tive which ran the telephone system was
especially irritating to the Popular
Front because it enabled the anarchist

.workers to listen in on communications
between the central ministries in Valen
cia and their Catalan counterparts. On 3
May 1937 the Stalinist commissar of
public order in Catalonia, Rodriguez
Sala, attempted an armed assault on the
Telef6nica building. The infuriated re
sponse of the uarcelona workers-a
massive general strike including the
erection of street barricades-was on
the verge of sweeping away the govern
ment forces when the anarchist minis
ters. Garcia Oliver and Federica Mont
seny, intervened to arrange a truce. This
gave the central government time to
send 6,000 Civil Guards to occupy
Barcelona.

In the rightist reaction which 1'01
lo\\ed, the POll M-leader )'rfidres Nin
and anarchist Camillo Berneri were
assassinated among others, the left
centrist POUM was suppressed and the
anarchists were expelled from the gov
ernment (although they remained loyal
to the Popular Front). The "May Days"
broke the back of the vanguard of the
proletariat; the li'luidation of the revo
lutionary dual power established in July
1936, including workers management,
followed apace.

The Trotskyist position toward work
ers management in the Spanish revolu·
tion is governed by the fact that it
constituted a form of proletC;lrian dual
power in relation to an essentially bour
geois government. While criticizing and
opposing anarcho-syndicalist doctrine,
we would be the most resolute defenders
of workers management in practice, far
more so than the treacherous CNT
bureaucracy. While maintaining and
stepping up production for the war of
the Republic against Franco, a Trotsky
ist leadership would have refused and
resisted the Stalinist-inspired state req
uisitions of capital equipment on the
pretext of furthering the war effort.
Trotskyists would have demanded the
ouster of official representatives of the
Popular Front government from all
bodies administering the collectives.
Above all, the Trotskyists would also
have explained that genuine socializa
tion of production required the over
throw of the Popular Front (no less than
the defeat of Franco's army) and the
establishment of a planned economy
administered by a workers government.

The contrasting experiences of Russia
1917-21 and Spain 1936-39 indicate that
our attitude toward workers control and
management depends above all on the
class nature of the state power, and
secondarily on the development of the
revolution from a proletarian offensive
against capitalist rule to the consolida
tion of a workers government admin
istering a centralized, planned
economy.•
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Russian workers of 1917-18.
The CNT attempted, with mixed suc

cess, to combine the individual enter
prises into vertically-integrated indus
trial syndicates (e.g .. textiles, wood
products). However. all the CNT
collectives--individual factories, multi
enterprise industrial syndicates (like the
light textile syndicate in Alcoy), trans
port and utilities had to relate to the
rest of the economy through capitalist
commercial methods.

Were the CNT collectives economi
cally viable? Those collectives which
had a relatively self-contained produc
tion process, supplied a localized mar
ket, enjoyed a monopolistic position
and a large, regular cash flow were
generally "profitable." The pride of the
CNT industrial collectives was the
Barcelona tramways syndicate, a local
ized monopoly supplying an e~sential

service for immediate cash payment.
But those collectives which were part of
a long chain of production, imported
raw materials, sold on long-term credits
or to the government (e.g., the muni
tions industry) were not economically
viable without state support and coop
eration. Such collectives were critically
dependent upon state credit and, there
fore, on parties hostile to workers man
agement and the anarcho-syndicalist
masses. One justification the anarchist
leaders advanced for entering the cen
tral Popular Front government was to
secure state finance for the CNT collec
tives.

The collectives were naturally the
most resolute defenders of workers
management. Despite the attitudes c;
the workers and given the absence of a
planned, socialized economy, the collec
tives had an organic tendency to become
competing producer cooperatives.

The CNT bureaucracy administered
the collectives partly in the interests of
what it considered economic rationality
and partly to carry out the bidding of its
Popular Front partners. The CNT did
on behalf of the bourgeois Popular
FronL g0vci~nrnent \yh<it the Russiun
trade unions did on behalf of the Bolshe
\'ik government; it disciplined the an
archic. localist tendencies of the collec
tives in the interests of the government's
economic objectivies.

The "expanded economic plenum" of
the CNT in January 1938 adopted a
series of measures resembling "war com
munism." These measures, of course,
grossly violated anarcho-syndicalist
principles. An inspectorate was created
to "put forward the expected norms
which will effectively orientate the dif
ferent industrial units with a view to
improving their economy and adminis
tration ..." (quoted in Vernon Rich
ards, Lessons o[the Spanish Revolution
[1972]). These inspectors had the right
to sanction the elected factory commit
tees. The plenum also empowered
managers to dismiss workers for late
ness, absence and failure to meet work
norms, as well as those labeled "trouble
makers" who "create dissensions be
tween the workers and the managers or
the trade union representatives."

The Popular Front government, with
the Stalinists in the vanguard, recog
nized in the factory committees and
workers management a locus of inde
pendent proletarian power capable of
challenging its authority. Therefore the
basic policy of the Popular Front was to
liquidate workers management and sta,t
ifV the CNT collectives. The CNT was
t~o powerful to achieve this end by
direct administrative military action, so
the government resorted to economic
sabotage. Capital equipment was requi
sitioned from the collectives on the
pretext that they were neeeded for the
war effort. Leval recounts an incident
where the War Ministry requisitioned
two modern milling machines from the
Barcelona tramways syndicate. Later it
was discovered the ministry had a secret
cache of some 40 comparable machines.

The primary method by which the
Popular Front sabotaged workers man
agement was through its control of
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who felt that his leader had served a
certain purpose but had to leave the
scene before he got caught up in some
thing more threatening to American
capitalism.

But in addition to those who have
their own reasons for pushing to reopen
investigation of the King assassination.
there are others, powerful figures. who
have consistently fought to kill it. Since
the creation of the House Select Com
mittee last fall as part of a deal by
reluctant House Democratic leaders to
buy election support for Carter. there
have been repeated attempts to close it
down. In return for the ouster of the
committee's chief counsel Richard
Sprague this spring. the House agreed to
temporarily prolong its existence. albeit
with a lower budget.

The battle has been taken to the press
as well. Thus. last week the New York
Times carried an obviously planted sto
ry by Wenda II Rawls, Jr. entitled
"House Inquiry Reported Fruitless on
Kennedy-King Assassinations." The ar
ticle dismissed Lane's findings and said
that the Committee. after eight months.
"has come up with virtually no new
information" and has "discovered that
much of the so-called 'new information'
on which Congress based its decision to
reopen the investigations is in error."
But over the weekend, stories on Ray's
escape exuded the conviction of a
conspiracy.

The Rawls article did catch Lane up
on one of his key points. the contention
that black detective Redditt's removal
left King's "protection" devastated.
Lane neglected to mention that 12
Memphis policemen were at Redditt's
observation position at the time of the
assassination. However. this is his only
substantial refutation of Lane.

Ttle FBI's Plot Against King

Whatever the validity of Lane's
"unanswered questions"-and we are
frankly skeptical on the various conspir
acy theories about the Kennedy and
King assassinations-there was a real

James Earl,
Ray ...
(continued from page 12)

in searching for the nefarious right-wing
plotters.

Since King had been built up as a hero
for black people in the U.S.. his assassi
nation struck a different chord. The
current House investigation was the
result of pressure from the Congression
al Black Caucus. whose members saw a
chance to get some cheap publicity.
Unable to deliver even a few token pork
barrel projects to their constituents.
these black Democratic hucksters can
pose as the best defenders of Martin
Luther King to further their vote
trading. influence-peddling careers.

Then there are King's former
lieutenants. Jesse Jackson-who de
clared that. "The point is James Earl
Ray never did act alone"-is trying to
bring back memories of the "good old
days" when he was leading sit-ins. This.
he hopes. will morally uplift his current
grubby begging for crumbs from cor
rupt Democratic Party bosses and Chi
cago corporations. Even Andrew
Young, who went from being King's link
with the "progressive" "New South"
corporations to serving as Jimmy Car
ter's front man at the UN. felt obliged to
express outrage at Ray's escape. One
wonders why. however. upon reading
his truly grotesque statements about
King in the June issue of Playboy.

Young remarks that he thought at the
time of King's murder that "he was very
fortunate-really that it was a blessing,"
because "Martin had done all he could.
He was misunderstood ... , God decided
Martin had had enough. It was time to
go on home and claim his reward." Alex
Haley. author of the black success story
Roots, expressed exactly the same pious
fatalism about Malcolm X, whose au
tobiography he had helped write. In
both cases it was the remark of a liberal

Stop Anita
Bryant ...
(continued from page 9)

the pro-Carter slogan. "Demonstrate
for Human Rights."

Unity of the opponents of social op
pression can be achieved only on a clear
class program. which has no place for
Stalinist conciliation of backward prej
udices or for the comforting illusion of
"personal liberation" within this vi
ciously racist and sexist capitalist
society.

In a disgusting editorial (New York
Times. 9 June). "urbane" conservative
columnist William Safire gave back
handed support to the Dade County
repeal:

"In the eyes of the vast majority. homo
sexuality is an abnormality, a mental
illness. even to use an old-fashioned
word a sin.
..... Most of the voters framed the issue.
as I did. between tacit toleration and
outright approval of homosexuality."

It is truly perverse of Safire to character
ize a law prohibiting discrimination as
"outright approval of homosexuality"
and hypocritically caution that "the
activists' demand for moral legitimacy
might lash back into an invasion of their
legitimate civil rights."

What is at issue is not the futile
debate over "sexual preference" and the
relative merits of "alternative life
styles." The question is whether the state
should be given a licence to interfere in
private consensual sexual relations.
sanctioning persecution of homosexuals
by every snoop and bigot. All those
concerned with the defense of elemen
tary democratic rights must demand:
Immediate abolition of all legislation
which discriminates against
homosexuals! •
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drive the trigger-happy cops out of the
park and from the streets of their com
munity was an elemental aet of self
defense.

On the other hand. unreconstructed
New Leftovers see every act of resistance
to police brutality as a "mass rebellion."
as the October League's Call (13 June)
termed the Humboldt Park incident.
This is a carryover from the view of SDS
and various Maoists that the wave of
ghetto uprisings in 1964-68 marked the
first outbreak of "urban guerrilla war
fare" in the U.S. In the first place. the
1960's ghetto risings had diverse origins.
The 1968 outbursts were a militant
expression of anger over the assassina
tion of Martin Luther King, Jr. The
1967 Detroit riots. in contrast, were
expressions of undirected frus
tration with the miserable conditions in
the urban black ghettos. striking out in
particular at white-owned businesses.

The events in Chicago on June 4-5
more closely resemble the 1965 Watts
and Chicago riots. in both cases a re
sponse to police terror. While there was
a will to struggle in self-defense. there
was not a program to guide that
struggle. so the masses' anger was dissi
pated in unorganized and undirected
outbursts. They lacked the coherent
purpose of a rebellion. The day follow
ing the 1965 Chicago incident. the local
Spartacist committee distributed a leaf
let. "Get the Cops Out!" which pinned
the blame for the rioting squarely on the
police and National Guard. Pointing
out the futility of rioting. it called for
organized self-defense patrols (see Spar
taeist No.5. November-December
1965).

The 1960's ghetto outbursts were
quickly crushed by the police, National
Guard and army. The Black Panthers
were later to pay with their lives for
miscalculating the consequences of a
direct confrontation of a small van
guard nucleus enjoying amorphous
popular sympathy with this highly or
ganized and murderous firepower of the
capitalist state. Moreover, the net result
of these riots was not to lay the basis for
organization of the black masses. but
rather the burning down of scores of
small businesses. leaving the already
meagre social resources of the slum
neighborhood further impoverished.

The Call article and editorial ("It·s
Right to Fight Back") draw no lessons.
provide no guide to action other than
"holding high the spirit of the Humboldt
Park rebellion"! The OL consciously
distorts events by describing the park
celebration as a commemoration of
Puerto Rican independence struggles;
and it makes no mention of the alleged
FALN bombing. which was used by the
cops as an excuse to unleash its brutal
attack on the Puerto Rican population.
Just as directionless ghetto outbursts
are a reflection of the desperation of the
oppressed minority populations. so ter
rorist bombings of symbols of imperial
ist domination reflect justifiable out
rage. But theydo not provide a program
for victory,

It is necessary to mobilize the Puerto
Rican masses and to join forces with
organized labor in demanding that
those arrested during the Humboldt
Park incident of cop terror be immedi
ately released and charges dropped,
Instead. the cops who shot the demon
strators. wounding many and killing
two. must be jailed and prosecuted! And
the watchword of integrated working
class defense must be raised. both in the
threatened community and throughout
the Chicago-area workers movement. •
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(continued from page 1)
reporter that "everybody was shaky
.because so many police were there"
before the trouble even started. Nothing
might have happened, he said. "if the
police hadn't come in that way at the
crowd that had nothing to do with the
gangs."

The official contention that the vio
lence was the work of the gangs was
inadvertently given the lie by police
superintendent James Rochard, who
said the tone of the day "had been set by
a bombing earlier." Indicating that cop
harassment of the 200.000-strong Puer
to Rican community in Chicago would
increase in the wake of the violence.
Mayor Bilandic said ominously. "There
is a need for constant surveillance."
Apparently he wants to use the incident
to turn back mounting criticism of the
Chicago police "red squad." whose vio
lations of civil rights and privacy have
led to a number of recent court cases
against the spy unit.

An indication of the city rulers' open
contempt for the Puerto Rican popula
tion was seen on Monday when several
bourgeois Puerto Rican "community
leaders" came to the mayor's office to
discuss the situation. However, Bilandic
was at a campaign breakfast with ward
committeemen. being serenaded by two
violinists, a piano player and a harpist.
The Latino "leaders" cooled their heels
for three and a half hours until the
mayor showed up to talk to them, and
then for only 25 minutes.

The Chicago Sun- Times (7 June)
piously editorialized against "Hum
boldt Park Madness." lecturing the
Puerto Rican community on its "obliga
tions ... to help turn youths from gangs"
and denouncing those who cheered
"mob attacks on police." while limply
admitting a few "questions about the
adequacy of police leadership" (such as
"reports of indiscriminate gunfire"). In
realitv, the violence was started by a
deliberate cop assault, without warning,
against an unarmed and unprepared
population. many of them picnicking
with children. The crowd's effort to

Chicago Cops
Riot Against
Puerto Ricans
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conspiracy directed against Martin Lu
ther King, Jr. And furthermore, it was
carried out by the same government unit
which subsequently "investigated"
King's murder: a special "Destroy King"
FBI squad operating out of Atlanta.

Last year the Senate Select
Committee Investigating Intelligence
Activities (popularly known as the
Church Committee) heard testimony
from Arthur Murtaugh, a former FBI
agent stationed in the Atlanta Bureau,
and confirmed that there had been sus
tained use of disruption by the federal
political police in a concerted effort to
"destroy" King.

In an interview with Lane (reported in
Codename "Zorro"), Murtaugh said the
Bureau's vendetta against King dated
back to the early 1960's, since the time
King publicly criticized the agency for
failing to protect the civil rights workers
against Ku Klux Klan attacks. Mur
taugh stated:

"The situation was getting quite
actlvcthe Klan was shootin~ into

CIA .••
(contin,!edfrom paKe 5)
bourgeOisie's traditional distrust of the
ALP would easily reflect itself in the
attitude of the CIA, already disturbed
by the ALP's opposition to the Vietnam
war.

But Whit/am and the ALP tops have
never called for getting rid of the CIA or
ASIO. It was the Chifley Labor govern
ment which set ASIO up in the first
place. And if Whit/am was about to lift
the lid on CIA activities on II Novem
ber 1975, why has he kept his mouth
shut for the last 19 months? If he didn't
know all the details about Pine Gap, this
chief executive for the bourgeois state
certainly was aware that it was a base for
counterrevolutionary activities directed
against 'southeast Asia and the Sino
Soviet deformed workers states. In his
three years in office Whit lam had plenty
of time to reveal all the dirty details of
ANZUS, ASIO and the CIA.

Whatever the extent of the CIA's role
in the political crisis, the Australian
bourgeoisie did not need the CIA to
spur it on to sack Whitlam, no more
than it now requires "CIA orders" to
crack down on the union movement. By
the time Whitlam was ousted, the
bourgeoisie had lost patience with a
social-democratic regime which was
increasingly discredited and fast losing
its ability to contain the working class in
the midst of a severe recession. As we
cmrhasi/cd at the tim.e, Kerr'sdismissal
of the Labor government was an attack
on the working class, not a "coup"
against bourgeois democracy. While the
ALP / AC ru misleaders counselled the
workers to channel their rage into votes
for the ALP Teformists in the ensuing
elections, we called for an immediate
general strike to restore the Labor
government.
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houses at night, and burning churches.
SF [the bureau chief] was manipulating
the civil rights investigation. Dr. King
called a news conference and said the
FBI wasn't doing its job.

"Well, I was there, and I know that the
FBI wasn't doing its job-it didn't sur
prise me; and I don't suppose that it
surprised the Bureau--but that was the
beginning of the vendetta against King.
From that time on, the concentration of
effort against King was greater than any
single investigation that I saw take place
at the Bureau, and I saw a lot of them in
twenty years. There was a crew of peo
ple who did almost nothing for a period
of seven or eight years, except investi
gate King al'ld try to destroy him."

Operations against King, referred to
under the code name of "Zorro," in
cluded bugging his Atlanta home and
the SCLC office there, and wiring up his
hotel rooms practically wherever he
went. FBI "agent-journalists" planted
phony stories in the newspapers to dis
credit him. Anonymous letters and tape
recordings alleging King's sexual mis-

Andrew Young with
Martin Luther King,
Jr. in 1968. In recent ~

Playboy interview
Young said he
thought that when
King was
assassinated "he
was very fortunate
really ... it was a
blessing.... 'Martin
had done all that he
could. He was
misunderstood....
God decided Martin
had had enough. It
was time to go on
home and claim his
reward."

Ebony

The elaborate arguments of the CPA
and SLL serve only two functions: to
cover for the betrayals of the anti
working-class Whitlam government by
painting it as a martyr of CIA "dirty
tricks"; and to delude Australi'an work
ers into seeing foreign spies and "multi
nationals," not their own bosses, as their
main enemy. We are not concerned with
securing the "sovereignty" of the Aus
tralian bourgeoisie or protecting it from
CIA "spying on Australia." For revolu
tionaries, the demands to send the CIA
packing and to dismantle Pine Gap and
all U.S. bases are raised in the spirit of
international class solidarity With the
workers and peasants of Southeast Asia
and the anti-eapitalist deformed work
ers. states.

The independence of the labour
movement from the bourgeois state and
its police agents-CIA or ASIO-is a
fundamental principle for revolutiona
ries. The NCC has long been suspected
of being a major conduit for CIA funds
into the union movement. Arch Bevis.
the Transport Workers Union federal
president, recently claimed (quoted in
Tribune, 4 May) to have been offered
money several years ago by a man
claiming to be from the AFL-CIO in
return for "passive industrial policies."
Furthermore. a number of right-wing
and "moderate" union officials. includ
ing Lauric Short, Barry Unsworth and
John Ducker, have attended "educa
tion" courses sponsored by the CIA
funded "international department" of
the AFL-CIO. All union ties with CIA/
ASIO-funded agencies must be broken!

Workers must maintain the utmost
vigilance against the pernicious activi
ties of the bosses' secret police. But the
secret police are but one arm of the
bosses' state, whose power resides
mainly in the army. And the bourgeoi
sie's most dangerous agents inside the
labour movement are the pro-capitalist

conduct were sent to his wife. When
King was offered the Nobel Peace Prize.
the FBI sent him an anonymous note
suggesting he commit suicide instead of
accepting it, threatened to release more
"damaging" information about him ifhe
did not.

When King was shot he was in the
process of planning the Poor People's
March on Washington, in which thou
sands of demonstrators from across the
country would converge on the capital
and construct a tent city to dramatize
their need for jobs and housing. Accord
ing to Murtaugh, the FBI planted pro
vocateurs to disrupt King's rallies in
Memphis in order to,prove he could not
control the crowds. Thereby they hoped
to get the Washington demonstration
itself banned.

But Murtaugh's recounting of "dirty
tricks" is doubtless the tip of the iceberg.
J. Edgar Hoover's person,!-l dedication
to "getting" King was widely known,
and the COINTELP/fO operation issu
ed a directive to all FBI branch offices
instructing agents to do anything neces
sary to "prevent the rise of a black
messiah." In -light of this memo and the
literally thousands of pages of dossiers
collected by the intelligence bureau on
Malcolm X, there is no telling what a
thorough investigation of the govern
ment conspiracy against King might
discover.

Periodically the left-liberal and radi
cal milieus have been gripped by a
conspiracy psychosis, a more specific
manifestation of the liberal/ reformist
penchant to blame all defeats on some
particularly reactionary agency or force
(CIA, Pentagon, etc.), against which all
right-minded "progressives" must ally,
We, on the other hand, have been ag
gressively agnostic about the myriad
conspiracy theories concerning the Ken
nedy assassination, and take similar
unproven theories about King's murder
with more than a grain of salt.

While 'we do not believe that every
political assassination in the United
States since Abraham Lincoln is the

misleaders who claim to stand with the
workers as they lead them to the
slaughter. Even in Chile, it was not the
CIA but the Chilean bourgeoisie and its
army which massacred the cream of the
Latin American proletariat. And, ulti
mately, the proletariat's worst enemies
were those within its ranks, the Allendes
and Corvalans, who betrayed it with
promises of peaceful reform, whose
popular-front "socialist" government
maintained the "constitutionalist" army
and its officer caste but refused to arm
the workers.

The Bolshevik Party was infiltrated
by the tsarist secret police up into its top
leadership echelons. But that did not
prevent it from mobilising the Russian
masses to seize power and finally mete
out justice to the tsar's butchers
because the Bolshevik Party was armed
with a revolutionary program. And like
the Russian workers, it is only through
the seizure of state power guided by a
Trotskyist party that the proletariat will
finally deal with ASIO, the CIA and the
criminal ruling class which stands
behind them.•
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result of some kind of fiendish master
plan, the accumulated questions sur
rounding the murder of King remain.
The long history of FBI provocations
against the civil rights leader are suffi-

'cient evidence to distrust its version of
the killing, and in any case its files on
King should be made public so that the
world can see what kind of "freedom"
and "human rights" are accorded dissi
dents in the U.S.

Finally, it is an outrage that there has
never heen a real trial of James Earl
Ray-an open ventilation in court of
evidence on both sides-because he
pleaded guilty at the advice of a lawyer
(Arthur Hanes) who is a former FBI and
CIA agent, in charge of hiring and
training pilots for the Bay of Pigs inva
sion, who also defended the KKK mem
bers accused of killing Violet Liuzza on
the Selma march! In this case the trial
itself is far more important than the
punishment meted out to Ray, and the
Supreme Court's denial of a new trial is
a travesty of justice.

The working people and black masses
who arc the victims of capitalist "jus
tice" and the government's endless con
sriracies must demand that the full facts
he revealed abollt the assassination of
Martin Luther King, Jr. We demand the
truth about Malcolm X and other mili
tants killed for their stand against the
oppression perpetrated by this racist
capitalist state.•

PDCDemaAds
Release. of
Pablo Riesnik
In response to the detention and
subsequent disappearance of Pablo
Riesnik in Buenos Aires, the Parti
san Defense Committee sent the
following telegram. Riesnik was a
leader of the student movement in
Argentina and editor of Politica
Obrera prior to its forced suspen
sion following the Videla coup.

~ Argentine Embassy
1600 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Demand official statement on sta
tus and whereabouts of Pablo Ries
nik, last seen 25 May in Buenos
Aires when detained on the street
and taken to police station. We
protest continuing rightist repres
sion in Argentina and demand
immediate guarantee of Riesnik's
safety and freedom.

Partisan Defense Committee
Box 633 Canal Street Station
New York, New York 10013

iAcaba de salir!

numero 4 mayo de 1977
(incorpora a Cuadernos Marxlstas)

Spartacist
(edici6n en espanal)

US$O,50

giros/cheques a:
Spartacist Publishing Co.
Box 1377, GPO
New York, N.Y. 10001 EE.UU.
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King Assassin in Escap'eAttemm.

James Earl Ray: The
Unanswered Questions

Conspiracy Lobby

I here are obviously important hok,
in the official version of King's murder.
Yet the motives of those pushing the
compiraC\ theof\ are also suspect. In
the ease of the Kennedv assassination
there wa, a gamut run;ling from I~ft
liberals seeking to "purity" America b\
e.\orei"ng that source of all evil. .1.
ldgar II o()\er. to dIsreputable Loui,,
ana I >.A',. to out-and-out Iluts Splll
IlInt! out endk,~ piots and subploh.
each more fantastic and intrIcate than
thc one before. I he net ellect of al kasl
the saner complracy theories was to
whitewash the Kennedy administration

continued on page !O

4) Ray's footprints and fingerprints
were not the ones found in the !lophouse
bathroom where the government says
the shots that killed King were fired. No
ballistics tests have ever linked the actu
al bullets to those found in the gun
bought by Ray. The only prosecution
"eyewitness" to the killing was dead
drunk at the time. His wife. who saw a
figure not meeting Ray's description
running from the building, was lJuickly
committed, against her will. to a mental
Il1stitution where she remains to this
da\ .

NY Dally News

lived on between that time and when he
\\ as finally arrested in London'} While a
fugiti\c. he bought a new car. had plas
tic surgery performed on his face and
traveled widely. Ray says he received
money from a mysterious "Raoul," the
same man he says gave him the order to
buy the gun which was used to kill King.

3) On King's final visit to Memphis,
in support of striking sanitation work
ers. his police protection was reduced to
only two detectives. says Lane, of which
one. a black detective named Redditt
(known to be sympathetic to King). was
removed from guard duty only two
hours before the murder.

Joseph Louw/PBL

the getaway cab. )')uring another rob
bery Ray dropped his wallet at the scene
and cut himselt on the window he broke
through Yet another time. he fell out of
his getaway car as it rounded a corner.
How could such a bumbling failure
make the contach and get the money to
elude apprehension for months after
King\ slaying leading the FBI on a
complicated 25.000-mile chase through
three countries. obtaining a false birth
certificate in Canada and traveling from
there to London to Portugal and back
all on his own')

2) !'v1ore specifically. how did Ray.
who escaped from !'v1issouri State Peni
tentiary in April 1967. get the money he

Ray leaving court
in Memphis after
seeking new trial
in 1974.

Photo takeri moments after Martin Luther King fatally shot.

about this case that even Attornev Gen
eral Griffin Bell remarked about the
report that "you could lean to either side
of it You could say that there's no
evidence of a conspiracy, but you could
still wonder ... if there happened to be a
conspiracy" (SeH York Times, 19 Feb
ruary). Bell indicated his interest in
personally questioning Ray.

Professional conspiracy buff Mark
Lane has just brought out a new book.
written together with Dick Gregory.
called lodename "Zarro" (Prentice
Hall. 1977), dealing with the King as~

sassination. According tothe SeH York
Times (6 June), the House Select Com
mittee has relied heavilY on Lane's re
search in guiding its own imestigation.
Rather than positing a coherent theory.
the hook simply brings together a series
01 "unanswered lJuestions" \\hich Lane
Insists IS suffiClent to suggest not onl~

that Rav did not act alone. but that he
didn't e\en pull the tngger.

This contention !lies in the face 01
considerable e\ idence that Ray admit
tedly purchased the murder weapon.
that he had been in sn eral cities at the
same time as King. that he was in Mem
phis at the tIme 01 the shooting and that
he had checked into the !lophouse next
to King's motel. from where the civil
rights leader was shot pointing the
finger of guilt at Ray. 'evertheless.
Lane has pointed to some SIgnificant
discrepancies. Among them are:

I) Prior to the assassination. Ray
was a two-bit petty criminaL so inept
that once. during a burglary. he jumped
into a waiting police car thinking it was

Conspiracy Questions

But there are some stIck~ lJuestlOns.
SInce shortl\ alter his com Ictlon. Ra\. .
has insisted he was coerced Into hiS
origInal guilty plea and that there was a
conspiracy to assaSsInate King. Yet In
December the l .S. Supreme Court re
lused to grant a new tna!' In I-ebruar~.

the Justice Depa..ftment Issued a report
declaring that the FBI had "thoroughly.
honestly and successfully" investIgated
the murder of King.

But so widespread are the doubts

The sensational escape of James Earl
Ray. the convicted killer of Martin
Luther King. Jr.. and five other convicts
from Brushy Mountain State Prison in
Tennessee last Friday surprised the na
tion ... and provoked an immediate out
cry of "Conspiracy!"

In this country where governmental
"disinformation" and "plausible denial"
abound. where political assassination is
no stranger. conspiracy theories are
commonplace. But the official version
of the King assassination has prO\oked
far and away the most suspicion of all. A
recent Gallup Poll estimated that less
than 20 percent of the American popula
tion believes that James Earl Ray acted
alone.

It is not surprising. therelore. that
when news of the breakout !lashed a
cross their TV screens. many people
smelled a plot. tully expecting Ray to
turn up dead somewhere in a ditch.
kidnapped and murdered to prnent
him from talking. He was. after all.
scheduled to appear before the House
Select Committee on Assassinations.
and "nerybody knows" what happened
to mobsters Sam Giancana and John
Rosselli when they were scheduled to
<lppear as Congressional witnesses.

Ralph Abernathy who upon King's
death in 1968 took over as head of the
Southern Christian Leadership Confer
ence (SCLC) said: "I am firmly con
vinced beyond the shadow of a doubt
that James Earl Ray has not escaped but
is part of a plan .... " Walter Fauntroy.
news chairman of the Assassinations
Committee. asked if he thought Ray's
life were in danger. replied: "If there
were no conspiracy, he would be in no
danger. If there were a conspiracy. he
would be in danger."

The kidnapping theory collapsed
when Ray was recaptured on Monda~

morning. after 54 hours of stumbling
through the tangled. snake-inlested
wilderness around the prison. Pursued
by bloodhounds. the inept Ray was
discovered hiding under a pile 01 leaves.
and returned to the prison "in good
condition." The details of the escape
were plausible enough, and e\ en the
most plot-minded had to admIt he had a
good reason for trying to break out: i1
anyone seemed destined to rot In prison
until he was a senile wreck it is James
Earl Ray.
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